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12 Abstract Nanorods and nanoplates of Y2O3:Eu
3+ powders

13 were synthesized through the thermal decomposition of the
14 Y(OH)3 precursors using a microwave-hydrothermal meth-
15 od in a very short reaction time. These powders were
16 analyzed by X-ray diffraction, field emission scanning
17 electron microscopy, Fourrier transform Raman, as well as
18 photoluminescence measurements. Based on these results,
19 these materials presented nanoplates and nanorods mor-
20 phologies. The broad emission band between 300 and
21 440 nm ascribed to the photoluminescence of Y2O3 matrix
22 shifts as the procedure used in the microwave-hydrothermal
23 assisted method changes in the Y2O3:Eu

3+ samples. The
24 presence of Eu3+ and the hydrothermal treatment time are
25 responsible for the band shifts in Y2O3:Eu

3+ powders, since
26 in the pure Y2O3 matrix this behavior was not observed.
27 Y2O3:Eu

3+ powders also show the characteristic Eu3+

28 emission lines at 580, 591, 610, 651 and 695 nm, when
29 excited at 393 nm. The most intense band at 610 nm is
30 responsible for the Eu3+ red emission in these materials,
31 and the Eu3+ lifetime for this transition presented a slight

32increase as the time used in the microwave-hydrothermal
33assisted method increases.

34Keywords Photoluminescence . Nanorods . Nanoplates .

35Yttrium oxide . Europium .Microwavehydrothermal method

36Introduction

37Over the past decades there has been a growing interest in
38the preparation, characterization, and optimization of a
39variety of compounds doped with trivalent rare earth ions
40for the development of new or improved optoelectronic
41devices, which include solid state lasers, infrared optical
42fiber amplifiers, luminescent lamps, optical data storage,
433D displays, etc. [1–5].
44Yttrium oxide (Y2O3) possesses excellent properties and
45it has many attractive applications such as laser and infrared
46optical materials [6–9]. Y2O3 is known through its use as
47the host of rare earth-doped, and, in particular europium
48(Eu3+)–doped Y2O3 luminescent presents high lumines-
49cence efficiency, high thermostability and chemical dura-
50bility [2–4]. In addition, one of the most important
51properties for phosphors application is their chemical purity
52and low production costs [5]. Therefore, a variety of
53methods have been used to prepare Y2O3-based phosphors
54such as spray pyrolysis [10], chemical vapor deposition
55[11], sol–gel [12], and microwave-assisted [12] to render
56different kind of Y2O3 nanostructures, such as nanotubes
57[13], nanowires [14], nanorods [15] and nanobelts [16].
58Since the determining work of Gedye1 in 1986, the use
59of microwaves has become a well established technique in
60chemistry that has found numerous applications in the
61laboratory as well as in industry [17–19]. Microwave
62heating is a versatile and widely used tool for preparative
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63 chemistry and have continually demonstrated its worth
64 within the laboratory setting. A number of books on
65 microwave- assisted synthesis have been published recently
66 [20–22]. The microwave-assisted heating is a greener
67 approach to synthesize materials in a shorter time (from
68 several minutes to a few hours) and with lower power
69 consumption (hundreds of Watts) compared to the conven-
70 tional heating at the same temperatures [23–27], as a
71 consequence of directly and uniformly heating of the
72 components, although other intriguing effects such as
73 changing in the reaction selectivities and increase of
74 reactional rates (microwave catalysis). Consequently,
75 microwave synthesis is becoming quite common in
76 several areas as material sciences, nanotechnology, inor-
77 ganic, organic, biochemical, or pharmaceutical laboratories
78 [10, 28–32].
79 Preparation of Y2O3:Eu

3+ phosphors by the microwave-
80 hydrothermal assisted method (MH) remains surprisingly
81 scarce. Spherical particles of Y2O3 and Y2O3:Eu

3+ was
82 prepared using the MH method via hydrolysis in aqueous
83 solution at high-temperature in the presence of urea, and the
84 authors reported that the obtained materials present high
85 crystallinity and high luminescence intensity. Cubic nano-
86 crystalline Y2O3:Eu

3+ with a spherical shape presenting
87 20–30 nm of diameters was successfully prepared using a
88 novel approach, micro-emulsion microwave heating. The
89 obtained materials were excited with 255 nm light, showing
90 bright red emission due to the 4f-4f transitions of Eu3+ ions,
91 and the highest photoluminescence (PL) intensity at
92 611 nm was determined in the sample containing about
93 6 mol% Eu3+ [12].
94 The present work reports on the PL behaviour of
95 nanorods and nanoplates Y2O3:Eu

3+ powders synthesized
96 via a different MH method for first time here. We also
97 analyzed the influence of the preparation time of the
98 precursors on the optical and morphological properties of
99 these materials, using X-ray diffraction (XRD), field
100 emission microscopy (FEG-SEM), Ultraviolet–visible
101 (UV–vis), absorption and Raman spectroscopy. The PL
102 measurements of the Y2O3:Eu

3+ have been employed on
103 the basis of experimental analysis and it was observed
104 interesting results. The origin of the PL emission excited in
105 different wavelengths (394 and 350 nm) is therefore
106 discussed here in details.

107 Experimental Procedures

108Q4 Synthesis of the Precursors

109 The synthesis of the precursors was performed using the
110 following procedure: A solution composed by 1.0 mmol of
111 Y(NO3)3.8H2O and 80 mL of water were mixed and stirred

112for 30 min at room temperature. To this homogenous
113solution was then added 20 mL of 0.25 mmol of Eu2O3

114diluted in HNO3. The final pH value of 12.5 was adjusted
115using a 5.00 M NaOH solution. After stirring for about
11630 min, the resulted mixture was transferred to a Teflon-
117lined stainless autoclave. This autoclave was then sealed
118and placed into a MH (2.45 GHz, maximum power of
119800 W). The MH conditions were kept at 140 °C for 10, 20
120and 40 min. The white powders, obtained through these
121different times, were labeled, respectively, as P1, P2 and
122P4, collected, washed with water, and then dried at 60 °C
123for 8 h under atmospheric air in a conventional furnace.

124Synthesis of Y2O3 and Y2O3:Eu
3+ Powders

125The Y2O3:Eu
3+ powders were obtained from thermal

126decomposition of the precursors P1, P2 and P4. These
127precursor powders were placed in ceramic crucibles and
128heated in a microwave sintering furnace at 500 °C for
12920 min. These calcinated white powders were respectively
130called as Y1, Y2 and Y4 samples. The procedure used for
131the obtention of pure Y2O3 powders was the same as for
132Y2O3:Eu

3+ powders, resulting in the samples NY1, NY2
133and NY4.

134Characterization

135Y1, Y2 and Y4 as well as NY1, NY2 and NY4 samples
136were characterized by powder X-ray diffraction using a
137Rigaku-DMax 2500PC, Japan, with Cu Kα radiation, λ=
1381.540598Å, in the 2θ range from 5 to 75° using an
139increment of 0.02°/min. The PL was measured with a
140Thermal Jarrel-Ash Monospec 27 monochromator and a
141Hamamatsu R446 photomultiplier. The 350.7 nm exciting
142wavelength of a krypton ion laser (Coherent Innova) was
143used, with the nominal output power of the laser power
144kept at 200 mW. All the measurements were taken at room
145temperature. The excitation and emission spectra of the
146Y2O3:Eu

3+ samples were measured in a Jobin Yvon-
147Fluorolog 3 spectrofluorometer at room temperature using
148a 450 W xenon lamp as excitation energy source. Lifetime
149data of the Eu3+ 5D0→

7F2 transition in the Y2O3:Eu
3+

150samples were evaluated from the decay curves using the
151emission wavelength set at 612 nm and excitation wave-
152length set at 393 nm. The morphologies and sizes of the
153samples were observed using a field emission gun scanning
154electron microscopy (FEG-SEM) - Jeol JSM 6330F.

155Results and Discussion

156Figure 1(a) presents the XRD patterns of the precursors,
157represented by the sample P1, since P2 and P4 diffracto-
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158 grams have the same feature. Figure 1(b, c and d) shows the
159 XDR patterns of the Y2O3:Eu

3+ powders, Y1, Y2 and Y4,
160 respectively. In the diffractogram of P1 (Fig. 1(a)), it was
161 not observed any diffraction peak ascribed to the Y2O3

162 crystalline phase. The precursor composition is mainly
163 associated to yttrium hydroxide (Y(OH)3). This conclusion
164 was possible, since this diffractogram presents the charac-
165 teristic peaks of this matrix according to JCPDS data file (#
166 83-2042). However, in the XDR patterns of the Y2O3:Eu

3+

167 powders (Fig. 1(b, c and d)), was observed the diffraction
168 peaks ascribed to a pure body-centered cubic Y2O3 phase at
169 2θ=20.5°, 29.1°, 33.8°, 36.1°, 39,9°, 43,5°, 48.6°, 53.3°,
170 57.7° and 60,5°,Q5 corresponding, respectively, to the (211),
171 (222), (400), (411), (332), (134), (440), (611), (622) and
172 (444), which are in accordance to the JCPDS # 43-1036.
173 From these XDR patterns it was possible to noticed that a
174 heat treatment of 500 °C for only 20 min under a
175 microwave radiation is enable to result in a Yttrium oxide
176 phase, so this is the advantage of this synthetic route,
177 compared to another ones [33–35]. None peaks related to
178 other phases were detected at Fig. 1(b, c and d). So, trough
179 the RXD technique the products Y1, Y2 and Y4, prepared
180 by this method, are completely pure in terms of chemical
181 composition.
182 The synthesis process was then accompanied by the
183 emission and excitation spectra of the Eu3+ ion in the doped
184 materials. These spectra data allows us a better understand-
185 ing on the interactions around the Eu3+ ions than the X-ray
186 technique, since RXD technique detects only the long-range
187 interactions, while PL measurements is enable to give
188 information on the Eu3+ interactions with the inorganic
189 matrix in a short range distance. The excitation spectra of

190Y1, Y2 and Y4 samples are presented at Fig. 2. An analysis
191of the results shows that it was possible to observe narrow
192bands associated to the 4f6 intraconfigurational transitions
193from the 7F0 ground state to the 5G6 excited ones at
194362 nm, 5H4 at 382 nm, and 5L6 at 394 nm, being the
1957F0→

5L6 transition one of the most intense as it is normally
196noticed in inorganic matrix [36] Q7. In this Fig. it was also
197noticed a broad absorption band that is observed in the
198range of 250–280 nm (not shown), which was ascribed to
199charge transfer from Y2O3 matrix to Eu3+ ions.
200The PL emission spectra presented in Fig. 3(a, b, c)
201show the Eu3+ emission line ascribed to transitions from
202the Eu3+5D0 excited states to the 7Fj (J=0, 1, 2, 3 and 4)
203fundamental ones in the Y1, Y2 and Y4 powders excited at
204393 nm. The most intense band at 610 nm is due to the
2055D0→

7F2 transition and is called as hypersensitive, being
206strongly dependent of the Eu3+ surrounding, since it is
207governed by the forced electric dipole mechanism. The
208emission spectra of all samples presented the Eu3+

209
5D0→

7FJ (J=0, 1, 2, 3 and 4) transitions at 580, 591,
210610, 651 and 695 nm, respectively. This indicates that Eu3+

211site symmetry has no center of inversion. The band
212emission in the red region (610 nm) is predominant in the
213PL spectra. The feature of these spectra is similar to data
214reported in the literature for Eu3+ sites into the Y2O3

215matrix. From the spectroscopic point of view, Eu3+ presents
216an intense red emission in inorganic systems having low
217symmetry, and normally is used as a probe due to its
218following characteristic properties (1) the excited states 5DJ

219(J=0, 1, 2 and 3) are well separated (~12 000 cm−1) from
220the ground terms 7FJ’ (J’=0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6); (2) both
2215D0 main emitting level and 7F0 ground state are non-
222degenerated leading to a single 5D0→

7F0 transition when

Fig. 1Q6 XRD patterns of the as-prepared P1 powder (a); and the Y2O3:
Eu3+ powders heated at 500 °C for 20 min in a microwave oven (b)
Y1, (c) Y2 and (d) Y4

Fig. 2 Q8Excitation spectra of Y2O3: Eu
3+ powders heated at 500 °C for

20 min in a microwave oven (a) Y1, (b) Y2 and (c) Y4
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223 the Eu3+ ions occupy Cs, Cn or Cnv site symmetries,
224 therefore the 5D0→

7F0 transition usually appears as a
225 single peak in the photoluminescence spectra as the Eu3+

226 ions occupy identical site symmetries [37–40]. This fact
227 facilitates the interpretation of the spectral data and
228 provides informations on the eventual existence of more
229 than one site symmetry occupied by the Eu3+ ion; (3) The
230 5D0→

7F1 transition can be used as a reference transition
231 because it is allowed by forced magnetic dipole, and
232 consequently the intensity of this transition is not consid-
233 erably altered by the Y2O3 matrix perturbing crystal field;
234 (4) long luminescence decay time of around milliseconds
235 for the 5D0 level and (5) exceptionally large Stokes shifts
236 when the emission spectra are obtained through the direct
237 excitation of the Eu3+ 5L6 level, at around 394 nm, like in
238 this case (see Fig. 2), or through the excited state that is
239 located at higher energies belonging to the host matrix or,
240 in some cases, to organic ligands. The insert of Fig. 3
241 shows the photoluminescence spectrum of the precursor P1,
242 as illustration, obtained at the same conditions as those at
243 Fig. 3(a, b and c). As we can see, the P1 photoluminescence
244 spectrum presents Eu3+ emission bands that were in
245 accordance with the Y(OH)3 Eu

3+ doped [34].
246 It was noticed a decrease in the Eu3+ emission intensity
247 when the samples were submitted to the microwave
248 radiation from 10 to 20 min, indicating a structural
249 rearrangement around Eu3+. As the time of exposure to
250 microwave radiation increases from 20 to 40 min, however,
251 it was observed an increase in the relative intensity of the
252 Eu3+ characteristic bands (Fig. 3(a, b and c)). During the
253 sintering process the tendency to increase the emission
254 intensity is due to the fact that OH− groups around the Eu3+

255are being replaced by the O2− bonds of the Y2O3:Eu
3+

256matrix. OH− groups have different vibration levels, whose
257energies are located between the 5D0 excited level and the
2587F6 ground one of the Eu3+ ions in this framework. So, as
259these groups are substituted by the Eu3+ it is noticed the
260decrease in the emission quenching caused by the non-
261radiative processes decrease [41].
262The decay curves of the Eu3+ 5D0→

7F2 transition
263excited at 393 nm with the emission set at 613 nm,
264presented a non-exponential feature and when fitted in a bi-
265exponential function, resulted in lifetimes of 1.19 ms for
266Y1, 1.70 ms for Y2 and 1.76 ms for the Y4 sample,
267determined from the first part of the curves, respectively. As
268the time of heat treatment enhances, it was noticed an
269increase in the lifetime of the Eu3+ emission, indicating the
270incorporation of this ion by the Y2O3 matrix.
271Raman spectroscopy can be used to characterize the
272phonon energy of these materials. The order–disorder
273degree in a short range of the crystalline structure was
274studied through the spectroscopic analysis. Fig. 4(a, b and
275c) displays, respectively, the Raman spectra of Y2O3: Eu

3+

276powders Y1, Y2 and Y4 after heated at 500 °C for 20 min
277in the microwave oven. From these Raman spectra were
278verified the Y1, Y2 and Y4 samples presented the Raman
279active mode at 372, 461 and 583 cm−1, which are related to
280the cubic Y2O3 phase according to recent report on [42, 43]
281Raman spectrum of Y2O3. These data are also in accor-
282dance to the XDR patterns. As the time of exposure to the
283microwave radiation increases the relative intensity of the
284Raman active modes enhances, indicating an increase in the
285degree of structural order at short-range.
286To a better understanding of the PL properties and its
287dependence on the structural order–disorder in the Y2O3

288lattice, the PL emission spectra of the Y2O3:Eu
3+ powders
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289 Y1, Y2 and Y4 were performed at room temperature, using
290 an excitation of a krypton laser source at 350.7 nm. These
291 spectra are presented in Fig. 5a, where it was also observed
292 a broad emission band ascribed to the emission of the Y2O3

293 matrix for all samples, as well as the characteristic bands of
294 Eu3+ ions. In the PL spectrum of the Y1 sample, the broad
295 band is noticed from 300 to 440 nm, presenting an emission
296 intensity maximum at 423 nm, while Y2 sample presented a
297 maximum at 429 nm (violet region). In the PL emission
298 spectrum of the Y4 sample, this broad band was shifted to a
299 higher wavelength, with a maximum at 446 nm (blue
300 region). This shift of the maximum intensity of the broad
301 band can be associated to a larger charge density around
302 Eu3+ compared to the Y3+ sites caused by the lanthanide
303 contraction. The variation of the hydrothermal treatment
304 time can modify the material surface promoting the
305 appearing of deep defects in the Y2O3:Eu

3+ matrix, which

306is also responsible for the broad band shift to higher
307wavelength (red region). The PL emission spectra of pure
308Y2O3 powders, NY1, NY2 and NY4, are presented in the
309Fig. 5b. These broad emission bands are due to charge
310transfer into the inorganic matrix, and no shift was
311observed with the microwave performance used in this
312study. In accordance with these results, it is clear that both
313the presence of Eu3+ and the hydrothermal treatment time
314are responsible for the band shifts, since in the samples
315NY1, NY2 and NY4 (Fig. 5b) this behavior was not
316observed.
317Figure 6 shows the FEG-SEM micrographies of the Y1
318(A and B), Y2(C and D) and Y3 (E and F) samples,
319respectively. From these micrographies, it was verified that
320the particles are agglomerated and polydispersed. These
321systems presented two categories of morphologies. Some
322particles are nanowires-like and some others are
323nanoplates-like, then this phenomenon can be associated
324with the exposure time under microwave radiation. It was
325also observed homogeneity in the sizes of Y2, which
326presented an average length of around 276–297 nm and an
327average width of 33–34 nm. The Y1 sample presented an
328average length of 560–874 nm and an average width of
32950 nm, while the Y4 sample presented an average length of
330178–184 nm and an average width of 28 nm, corroborating
331with a nanoscale range.
332Into the Teflon autoclave, firstly, the microwave radia-
333tion interacts with the permanent dipole of the liquid phase.
334This interaction leads to a vibration on the charged particles
335or molecules, resulting in a rapid heating of the chemical
336solution, promoting, consequently, the formation of the Y
337(OH)3 precursor particles in a quickly way. The increase of
338the temperature by the microwave radiation promotes the
339dissociation of some Y(OH)3 particles in Y3+ and OH−

340ions. However, the thermodynamic conditions and the
341electrostatic interactions between these ions favor the
342recrystallization process. Moreover, the microwave radia-
343tion is able to accelerate the solid particles to elevated
344velocities, leading to an increase of the interparticle
345collisions, inducing the effective fusion of these particles
346at the point of collision. These mechanisms are responsible
347for the fast nucleation of the Y2O3 grains, as well as the
348aggregation of several small particles [44]. This phenom-
349enon was verified by the formation of aggregated particles
350in different morphologies, being some of them nanowires
351and others nanoplates-like, as observed at Fig. 6(a), after
35210 min of microwave heating. As the reaction proceeds
353from 10 to 20 min, some amorphous particles are dissolved
354and are, after that, condensed beginning the appearance of
355ultrafine wires of Y2O3, presented at Fig. 7(c). After 40 min
356of microwave radiation exposure, it is supposed that occur
357the precursor recrystallization, and through this process we
358suggest the coalescence of the precursor particles, giving

Fig. 5 (A) PL spectra of the Y2O3: Eu
3+ powders microwave heated

at 500 °C for 20 min for Y1, Y2 and Y4. (B) PL spectra of the Y2O3

samples heated at 500 °C for 20 min microwave oven (a) NY1, (b)
NY2 and (c) NY4. All samples were excited with krypton ion laser of
350.7 nm, at room temperature
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359 rise mainly to the Y2O3 phase (Fig. 6(e)). During the MH
360 processing the reactional autoclave was not stirred. So, the
361 electrostatic interactions between the ions increase, pro-
362 moting aggregations that lead to the formation of Y2O3

363 seeds. It was also possible to observe, in this case, the
364 presence of particles with two kinds of morphologies. The
365 schematic representation of the growth mechanism of the
366 Y2O3 particles by the MH proceeding is exposed at Fig. 7.

367 Conclusions

368 The synthesis process utilizing the MH method in a short
369 time was successful in the obtention of the precursors
370 giving rise to both pure and Eu3+ doped Y2O3. These
371 materials presented two different kinds of morphologies,
372 nanoplates and nanorods. The broad emission band be-

Fig. 6 FEG-SEM
micrographies of Y2O3: Eu

3+

of the powders heated at 500 °C
for 20 min at microwave oven
(a and b) Y1, (c and d) Y2

and (e and f) Y4
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Fig. 7 Schematic representation of the growth mechanism of the
Y2O3 particles by the MH method
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373 tween 300 and 440 nm ascribed to the Y2O3 PL shifts as the
374 MH procedure changes only in the Eu3+ doped materials.
375 Y2O3:Eu

3+ powders show the characteristics Eu3+ emission
376 lines due to the 5D0 to the 7Fj (J=0, 1, 2, 3 and 4)
377 transitions at 580, 591, 610, 651 and 695 nm, when were
378 excited at 393 nm. The most intense band at 610 nm
379 (5D0→

7F2) is responsible for the Eu
3+ red emission in these

380 materials. The band emission in the red region (610 nm) is
381 predominant in the PL emission spectra. From the spectro-
382 scopic point of view, Eu3+ ion gave us valuable information
383 since it is a structural probe.
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